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Synthesis of nano-objects by plasmas from 1 to 1 billion Pa: where are we
heading?
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Whether they are used under reduced pressure, at atmospheric pressure, or in liquids

where thousands of bars are reached at breakdown, discharges can be used to

synthesize nano-objects that find important applications in the fields of energy,

medicine or food industry. The control of the size, shape and composition of these

elemental building units that can be assembled in complex architectures is essential

to obtain the properties expected by end-users. A thorough understanding of basic

processes controlling the growth of these nano-objects is the Gordian knot to be

untied in any discharge condition. Indeed, surface states affect dramatically the final

properties and they have to be tuned to control the nano-object quantum behaviour.

Increasing the pressure is the most effective way to increase the production yield but

the control of the synthesis is all the more difficult. Time scales must be shortened

accordingly, requiring pulsed power supplies. If early works focused on continuous

processes operated at low pressure, many attempts are made nowadays to use

atmospheric discharges. A special effort has to be made to control impurities in these

reactive media. Then, working with liquids is recommended to bypass this obstacle.

This can be achieved either by using a plasma as a “switch” in an electrochemical cell

or by creating the discharge directly inside the liquid. In this latter case, physics of

plasmas is fascinating. Recently, it has taken benefit from the advent of generators

with picosecond rise time that provide an ideal way to probe breakdown phenomena.

However, a lot still needs to be done, mainly to improve our understanding of

electrode erosion that controls the synthesis of nanoparticles.
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